
Joey 30 Cart™

Charge, store, 
secure and 
transport up 
to 30 devices, 
starting at £899.

Efficient charging. The Joey 30 Cart is capable of 

charging up to 30 mobile devices simultaneously.

Compatible.1 The Joey 30 Cart can accommodate almost 

any device - with or without covers in the new divider 

storage system.  

Secure. The Joey Cart is made with high quality steel 

and includes a padlock to assure that devices are secured 

when not in use. 

Portable. Easily wheel the Cart where devices are needed 

in this lightweight Cart. For extra portability, Baskets by 

LocknCharge can be purchased separately to assure 

devices can be safely and quickly distributed.

Style meets functionality. The Joey 30 Cart is a small-

footprint cart that is easy to manoeuvre and features a top 

loading design so that devices can be accessed quicker, 

easier and by more users at once.
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Specifications and images are for illustration purposes only. Final product may differ. iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Chromebook is a trademark of Google Inc. 1 May not fit all devices. Please check the dimensions of the device. 
Some Power Adaptors may not be compatible. Contact us for details and compatibility. 

It just makes life easier.

No more bending down to access devices on a bottom shelf. 

Our top loading Cart offers multiple access points to the devices 

and allows for quicker distribution. It also assures no one has to 

bend down to get devices off the bottom shelf.

Safe, efficient and a future proofed power management system. 

ECO Safe Charge™ can handle the power requirements of almost any 

device by staging the availability of power to each bank of devices.

Secure. Lock away the devices in the storage area with a 

padlock, while an optional anchor kit locks down the whole 

Cart for additional security. Easily switch your fleet of Carts 

from keyed different to keyed alike locks depending on your 

deployment needs.

Eliminate Time Consuming Wiring.  

Cabinet style carts can take 2-3 times longer to wire compared to our 

top-loading design.  The unique side channel system holds cables in 

place, while being easy to plug devices in. A separate compartment 

houses the charging bricks to keep the device storage area neat.

Affordable with LocknCharge Benefits. The Joey 30 Cart allows schools to enjoy the education-focused designs LocknCharge is 

known for at an entry level price. An easy to use, compatible and secure design assures that you only pay for what you need. Only add 

the features you need - from optional Baskets to lock down kits - you can customize the Joey to best fit your deployment needs. 

Specifications: 
inches: 32.67(H) x 25.39(W) x 29.33(L) 
mm: 830(H) x 645(W) x 745(L) 
weight: 97 lbs | 44 kg 
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Lightweight. Easy to maneuver and push through tight spaces make 

the Joey Cart a nice upgrade from traditional bulky cabinet style carts.

External Charging Status Display. Easily know the charging status 

of your devices through an external display of the EcoSafe Charging 

System. No need to wonder if your cart is on and working.


